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	Quotient Space Based Problem Solving: A Theoretical Foundation of Granular Computing, 9780124103870 (0124103871), Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2014

	The term problem solving is used in many disciplines, sometimes with different perspectives.

	As one of the important topics in artiï¬�cial intelligence (AI) research, it is a computerized

	process of human problem-solving behaviors. So the aim of problem solving is to develop

	techniques that program computers to ï¬�nd solutions to problems that can properly be

	described.





	In the early stage of AI, symbolists play a dominant role. They believe that all human cognitive

	behaviors, including problem solving, can be modeled by symbolic representation and

	reasoning and do not advocate the use of strict mathematical models. The most general

	approach to tackle problem-solving processes is “generation and test”. Applying an action to

	an initial state, a new state is generated. Whether the state is the goal state is tested; if it is not,

	repeat the procedure, otherwise stop and the goal is reached. This principle imitates human

	trial-and-error behaviors in problem solving sufï¬�ciently. The principle has widely been used to

	build AI systems such as planning, scheduling, diagnosis, etc. and to solve a certain kind of real

	problems. Therefore, the heuristic and scratch method is misunderstood as a unique one in

	AI for many people. We believe that more and more modern sciences such as mathematics,

	economics, operational research, game theory and cybernetics would inï¬�ltrate into AI when it

	becomes mature gradually. Over the years, we devoted ourselves to introducing mathematics to

	AI. Since 1979 we have introduced statistical inference methods to heuristic search,

	topological dimension reduction approach to motion planning, and relational matrix to

	temporal planning. Due to the introduction of these mathematical tools, the efï¬�ciency and

	performance of AI algorithms have been improved signiï¬�cantly. There are two main trends in

	AI research recently. One is attaching importance to the usage of modern scientiï¬�c methods,

	especially mathematics; the other is paying attention to real-world problem solving.

	Fortunately, our efforts above are consistent with these new trends.
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Generation Xbox: How Videogames Invaded HollywoodYellow Ant Media Ltd, 2012

	Hollywood is under attack from videogames. Movies defined the 20th century but games are now pushing them aside as the medium that captures our time, fascination and money. Generation Xbox digs into the love-hate relationship between games and cinema that has led us to this point. It's a story of disaster, triumph and Angelia Jolie in hot...


		

Designing Management Information SystemsOxford University Press, 2009

	Management information systems produce the information that managers
	use to make important strategic decisions. They formthe basis for management
	reports, both financial and non-financial, and as such they are a vital
	component of modern business management. Few managerial decisions
	are taken without consulting the data captured by...


		

Windows 7: Up and Running: A quick, hands-on introduction (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Windows 7 is Microsoft’s latest version of its Windows operating system. Unlike its predecessor, Vista, Windows 7 offers incremental upgrades and is aimed at ensuring maximum compatibility with applications and hardware already supported in Vista. Microsoft’s key agenda around Windows 7 is to woo many of the Windows XP users who skipped...




	

In Search of Stupidity: Over 20 Years of High-Tech Marketing DisastersApress, 2003
In 1982 Tom Peters and Robert Waterman kicked off the modern business book  era with In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best-Run  Companies. The book was a runway best-seller, and soon authors from all  corners of business life were exhorting companies and the people who worked in  those companies to get out there and...


		

Eleventh Hour Network+: Exam N10-004 Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2009
This book will focus on just the essentials needed to pass the Network+ certification exam. It will be filled with critical information in a way that will be easy to remember and use for your quickly approaching exam. It will focus on the main objectives of the exam and include the following pedagogy for ease of use in those final hours.  
...

		

Great Jobs for Computer Science Majors 2nd Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2002
What can I do with a degree in computer science?

The first step toward the rest of your life starts with that question, and the answer is right here. Get on the right path now for a satisfying and rewarding career in computers by learning to match your skills and interests with exciting employment opportunities....
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